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ABSTRACT
The technology has improved a lot in the field of Farming, the market trends and advancement in farming techniques are
growing rapidly nowadays. But this information are not easily accessible by the farmers, since a more number of
searching steps are required to obtain the desired results from the Internet sources. This system “The Farmbot”
overcomes this problemand provides farmers the better opportunity to obtain the desired information and to scale up
with upcoming market trends and technologies in a user friendly manner. Farmbot is actually a chat bot, which is a
virtual conversational assistant, through which the users can communicate with the bot as if they are conversing with
humans. The focus is on developing the bot in a more intellectual way, that it can even recognize not so well
grammatically defined sentences, misspelled words, incomplete phrases, etc.,. This can help people to converse easily
with the bot, since this system uses the Natural Language Processing technique to parse the user queries, identify the key
words, match them with Knowledge Base and respond with the accurate results. To make the responses more
understandable, the responses are generated using classification algorithms and produce non textual responses so that it
can be easily perceived by the users. This system also uses prediction algorithms to predict the future data like the price
of the crops for the upcoming years based on the previous records of data. Bot also has an ability to provide voice
oriented responses using text to speech techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is the major provider of employment to people in many parts of the world. Many people

depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Most countries depend on agriculture for their GDP growth. The
technology in the field of agriculture is developing day-by-day. Also, a large number of software is being
simultaneously developed,to educate the farmers with this technological information. Most of them provide
static information about farming, they require large number of searching steps to get the accurate information
and they don’t provide an interactive way of querying and response.

This system overcomes the above mentioned drawbacks by providing a user interface, where farmers
or any other users can interact effectively to get the desired responses with less number of steps. This system
“FarmBot” is a chat bot, which is a virtual assistant that enable users to get their queries clarified in a user
friendly manner. The input is obtained from the user, the textual query will undergo pre-processing steps in
order to find the category of the query it belong to, and provide thecorresponding response. If the query is
based on prediction, then the future predictions on the requested agricultural products will be represented in
the graphical format and displayed to the user.

The system would educate the new age farmers regarding agriculture information using interactive
querying technique. Speech synthesis helps the users with learning disabilities, literacy difficulties, to use the
system efficiently. It also helps the farmers to plan their future activities by predicting the future cost of
agriculture products.
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EXISTING SYSTEM
A chat bot has been developed in Kenya for the farmers, it mainly deals with online marketing.

Farmer or any other user can negotiate the price for the crops using the chat bot. They need not personally
converse with the sellers of the products instead they can use this platform to get the information right at their
place. This reduces the time to reach the concerned person because they can get the required information
anytime, anywhere using mobile phones, laptops, PCs or PDA. The main drawback of the system is that it
deals only with the market related query and response. If the farmer wants to get any other information, this
system is not useful. Also system only uses the command line interface and does not support Graphical User
Interface. This may resist the users who are comfortable with GUI from using the system. The system is not
very user friendly as the user has to input well-defined queries to obtain the responses.

Another system that has been proposed and being developed in Karnataka for the farmers is the
Farmer's Analytical Assistant. This system actually gets the input from the user like land area, soil type,
rainfall condition etc., and uses the prediction algorithm to predict the crops that can be sown by them to get
the better yield. But the system does not deal with anything other than the crop suggestion, for example if the
user wants to get information about the future price of any crop, this system is not useful.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
Chat bots are conversational virtual assistants which automate interactions with end users.

Artificial intelligence powered chat bots, using machine learning techniques, understand natural language and
interact with users in a personalized way. In early days chat bots were used mostly in retail, travel, media or
insurance players. Agriculture could also leverage this emerging technology by assisting farmers with answers
to their questions, providing advice and recommendations on farming related problems.

The usage of cognitive technologies predicts exciting times ahead for agriculture on its road towards
efficiency, sustainability and meeting the world’s food needs.  This conversational assistant uses Natural
Language Processing techniques to understand the user queries in their natural language. This will make the
system understand even the grammatically not well defined sentences as input queries. The user queries
undergo the pre-processing stage where the query is first tokenized into words, then the stop words likea, is,
the, etc., are removed so that it would not contribute to the probability of classifying the queries based on their
respective classes and then the stemming process is carried out where the words are converted to their root
words. The words are converted to a bag of words and then converted to a vector form so that they can be
processed efficiently by the classification algorithm. The bot is then trained with the training dataset.

Based on the training set data, a neural network is constructed and error is optimized using the
gradient descent algorithm. The test data set undergoes the same pre-processing stages, classification and
neural network construction. The class with the highest probability is iterated to get the accurate results.

The system uses the speech synthesis Web API to provide voice based response. It also uses the
prediction algorithm ‘ARIMA’ to predict the future cost of the agricultural products using the moving average
technique, so that the farmer can plan their activities prior to harvesting.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The figure 1 is the architecture diagram of the Farmbot application. The user inputs the query in the

user interface in the form of text. The user interface receives the user queries and then forwards it to the
Farmbot application. In the Farmbot application, the textual query undergoes a pre-processing stage. Pre-
processing steps include Tokenization where the query sentence is tokenized into words, then the stop words
are removed, and then the words are stemmed to their root words. If the query is classification based, it would
undergo classification using the neural network classifier, which uses the knowledge base to retrieve the
relevant responses. If the query is prediction based, it would undergo prediction process using the ARIMA
algorithm, which uses the CSV file containing the legacy data. The appropriate responses will be provided to
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the user in the form of text and also the textual response would be converted into speech and provided to the
user.

Fig 1: Overall System Architecture Diagram for Farmbot

METHODOLOGY
The methodologies followed in this system are as follows:

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
The main objective of Natural Language Processing technique is to interpret human natural language input.
This enables the system to understand the user input even if they are not grammatically correct or incomplete
sentences. Also, this increases the efficiency of the classification algorithm. The steps involved in the NLP
are:

● Tokenization

● Noise Removal

● Lexicon Normalization

● Bag Of Words or Vector Space model

Tokenization is the process of splitting the input sentences into a list of words. Input query will be converted
into tokens. This will be helpful in further processing stages. Noise removal deals with removing the stop
words (noise) that are not relevant to the context. Stop words like “is, the, was, are, be, will, etc.” are
removed, so that they do not account for the probability of the classification. Lexicon normalization is the
process of converting the multiple representations of input to their single representation. Stemming is one of
the methods of this technique, where the suffixes of a word are stripped off. The words which are extracted
from the above process are converted to a feature vector, in which a binary value is used as a weight,to
represent each feature( 1 if the feature is present, 0 if the feature not present).
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NEURAL NETWORK
A neural network is a computational model which has two hidden layers, an input layer and an output

layer. Each hidden layer is used to transform the inputs into a form which can be used by the outputs. Input
layer has nodes or neurons, which represents the number of words in the dataset. Each node is multiplied by a
random weight. The weighted value is then added with a bias and passed to an activation function. The second
hidden layer performs the same function as the first layer but input is the output of the first hidden layer. The
output layer multiplies the weights and passed onto an activation function. Nodes in the output layer are
features or classes. The activation function used is a softmax where the output is the value between 0 and 1.
This Deep Neural Network is used for classification. The data is cleaned, so that the noise is removed and can
be efficiently used by the neural network classifier. 3 layer neural networks are built with 1000 iterations to
train the model. The gradient descent method is used, to minimize the error between actual and the classified
value.

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The output from the system is displayed to the user in the user interface in the form of text and also

the text is converted to speech using the Web Speech API. This speech output will be produced and given to
the speaker.

PREDICTION
The data for the prediction in the form of CSV file is preprocessed to remove the undesired data

(noise). The cleaned data is loaded into the ARIMA model. ARIMA is a stochastic, time series model which is
used to forecast the data. The steps involved in the ARIMA model are:
● Fix the values of p, q, d of the ARIMA model, where p represents the order of the Auto Regression(
output values depends in the input values), q is the order of the non-seasonal difference (1 for taking seasonal
difference,  0 for non-seasonal difference), d is the order of Moving Average (current deviation from mean
depends on previous deviation).
● Split the data into testing and training set.
● Calculate the seasonal difference on the training data.
● Load the training set data into the ARIMA model.
● Forecast the value using ARIMA model.
● Add the seasonal differenceof the system
The system also renders the predicted values in the form of graph, helping users interpret the prediction
clearly.

MODULE DESCRIPTION
The following are the module description

QUERY PREPROCESSING
The user queries are tokenized into words using the bag of words technique, and then the stop words

(like is, the) are removed using the NLTK Corpus. The stemming process is performed to convert the words to
their root words. For example cultivation, cultivated, cultivate all stem into cultivate which is the root word.

Fig 2: Query Preprocessing
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CHATBOT DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
The dataset file containing hundreds of agricultural queries and their corresponding responses

are imported. The dataset is then processed and converted into vectored format. The Bot is trained, by
building a neural network and the error values are optimized. The trained data is saved in a data structure for
future usage.

Fig 3: Chatbot Training

RESPONSE RETRIEVAL USING MACHINE LEARNING
The neural network classification is used to construct a model using the training dataset. Using the

model constructed probabilities is generated for the test dataset. The least probabilities are filtered out using
the threshold value and sorted in descending order. The highest probability is looped through to obtain the
corresponding response.

Fig 4: Response Retrieval

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The textual output generated is passed through Speech Synthesis API. The API gets text input and converts it
into speech and provides it as output. The output is heard through the speaker.

Fig 5: Speech Synthesis
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PREDICTION ON FUTURE COST OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
The ARIMA prediction algorithm is used to predict the future price of the agriculture relatedproducts. The
input query undergoes the preprocessing stage where the query is preprocessed. The dataset is split into
training dataset and test dataset. The ARIMA model is constructed using the training dataset. Using the model
the test dataset values are forecasted. The output is passed to the graphical template and graphical responses
are generated.

Fig 6: Query on Prediction

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

User Interface
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Predicted versus Actual output

Graph based output

Classify function specifies that the query belongs to which classes and the accuracy of classification

Mean Absolute Percentage Error of the prediction
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CONCLUSION
This system helps farmers to query about the agriculture, get the response in text as well as speech

and also helps in predicting the future data of price, so that they can plan their activities. The future
enhancement can be done by giving the response in their regional language itself and prediction can be
extended to rainfall, productivity, etc.
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